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Page 10 in Nabokov, V. (1980). Lectures on literature. F. Bowers (ed.) New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

Nabokov’s map of England locating the action of 
Mansfield Park



Page 62 in Nabokov, V. (1980). Lectures on literature. F. Bowers (ed.) New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

Nabokov’s map of Great Britain locating the action 
of Bleak House



GIS = Geographic Information Systems

Agnes Sinclair Holbrook (1895), Nationalities Map No. 1. In Hull-House maps and papers: A presentation of nationalities and wages in a congested 
district of Chicago, together with comments and essays on problems growing out of the social conditions. New York: T.Y. Crowell.



GIS = Geographic Information Systems

• A GIS allows for the 
simultaneous representation of 
the where and the what

Kernel density map of pedestrian hotspots in Vancouver, 2000-2006. In Schuurman, N., Cinnamon, J., Crooks, V. A., & Hameed, S. M. (2009). Pedestrian injury and the built environment: an 
environmental scan of hotspots. BMC public health, 9(1), http://dx.doi:10.1186/1471-2458-9-233

http://dx.doi:10.1186/1471-2458-9-233


Spatial relationships

• By overlaying different layers, we can compare the spatial 
relationships between features

• For example, we can ask which features are nearest 
others, which ones cross others, which ones are contained 
by others, and which ones are adjacent to others

• If we have data that spans different points in time, we can 
ask questions about the features over time



Dr. John Snow’s cholera map: London, 1854

Source: Mapping the 1854 London Cholera Outbreak
https://www.udel.edu/johnmack/frec682/cholera/

https://www.udel.edu/johnmack/frec682/cholera/


GIS: Why does it matter?

• Visual explanation over text-based

• New understandings 

• Efficient, jargon-free communication of 
knowledge

• Often interdisciplinary and multilingual 

• Can be participatory

• Information synthesis

• Visually compelling, aesthetic beauty

• Plurality: can allow for simultaneous 
representations of experiences, history, 
time, space, and place

“Gray Mood Map”. Mapping the Lakes: A Literary GIS. Lancaster University. 
http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/mappingthelakes/Gray%20Mood%20Map.html

Atlas of Early Printing. University of Iowa Libraries.
http://atlas.lib.uiowa.edu/

http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/mappingthelakes/Gray Mood Map.html
http://atlas.lib.uiowa.edu/


Gwich'in Place Names and Story Atlas

http://atlas.gwichin.ca/index.html?module=gwichin.module.main


Montréal Sound Map

http://www.montrealsoundmap.com/


Montréal Sound Map

http://www.montrealsoundmap.com/


Geospatial data and GIS

• Geospatial data = data that is attached to a geographic (spatial) 
location

• GIS (geographic information systems) = computer applications that let 
us visualize data geographically and thematically at the same time

• A GIS lets us visualize, question, analyze, and interpret data to 
understand relationships, patterns, trends, and stories that might not 
be observable or articulated otherwise



GIS = Geographic Information Systems

• A GIS map is made up of 
layers, or collections of items 
that are alike, attached to 
geographic locations and 
defined by a visual symbol

• By adding a few or many 
layers, we can see 
relationships between 
different objects and features

[Untitled image of a GIS model]. Retrieved July, 2015, from: http://lib.stanford.edu/gis/



Toolbar

Map viewerTable of contents/layers



Location

• The location of a feature on a map is defined by a coordinate system
• Points – x,y coordinate pair

• Lines – two pairs of coordinates

• Polygons – coordinate pairs for points all around the perimeter of its shape



Common file formats for geospatial data

• "SHP" — ESRI shape file format (.shp) 

• "KML" — Google Earth geographic data format (.kml, .kmz) 

• "GPX" — GPX global positioning data format (.gpx) 

• "GeoTIFF" — annotated TIFF raster files (.tif) 



Georectification

• The digital alignment of an 
image of a map, or aerial or 
satellite image, with a map of 
the same area

• The image is adjusted to the 
coordinate system of the map 
that it is overlayed on 



Thinking about Humanities information as data

• When is spatial inquiry interesting for humanities content? Is my 
content (my data) well-suited to this type of exploration?

• Think about your where and your what: Is there a where? Is there 
spatial content?

• A map can facilitate a different way of understanding and seeing

• Think about the types of data needed, how to approach data 
gathering

• Look at other projects – what layers of data are used in projects that 
you find compelling? How is analysis conducted? 



Cooper, D., & Gregory, I. N. (2011). 
Mapping the English Lake district: A 
literary GIS. Transactions of the Institute of 
British Geographers 36(1), 89-108.

Gregory, I. N., & Cooper, D. (2009). 
"Thomas Gray, Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
and geographical information systems: 
A literary GIS of two Lake District tours." 
International Journal of Humanities and 
Arts Computing 3.(1-2), 61-84.



Bär, H.R, & Hurni, L. (2011). Improved density 
estimation for the visualisation of literary 
spaces. The Cartographic Journal 48(4), 309-316.







The Map of Early Modern London



Thinking about Humanities information as data

Hartley, W. (2009) Kitsilano Point ghost muskrat swamp our home’s on native land. In G. McWhirter & E. D. Von (Eds.) A Verse Map of Vancouver (p. 30). Vancouver: Anvil Press.



Online map collections

• David Rumsey Map Collection

• MapWarper

• NYPL MapWarper

• Old Maps Online

• Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection

http://www.davidrumsey.com/view/georeferencer
http://mapwarper.net/
http://maps.nypl.org/warper/
http://www.oldmapsonline.org/
https://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/


GIS software

Proprietary 

• ArcGIS 

Open Source

• QGIS
• OpenJUMP
• GRASS GIS

http://www2.qgis.org/en/site/
http://www.openjump.org/
http://grass.osgeo.org/


Online mapping tools

• ArcGIS Online

• Story Maps

• Google Earth Pro

• Google My Maps

• Google Maps

• Neatline (Omeka)

• Mapbox

• Open Street Map

• Carto (fomerly CartoDB)

• Ushahidi Crowdmap

• OpenLayers

• Polymaps

https://www.arcgis.com/home/
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/
https://www.google.com/earth/download/gep/agree.html
https://www.google.com/maps/about/mymaps/
https://www.google.ca/maps
http://neatline.org/
https://www.mapbox.com/
http://www.openstreetmap.org/
https://carto.com/
http://www.ushahidi.com/product/crowdmap/
http://openlayers.org/
http://polymaps.org/


Understanding the tools and technology

Mapping the Humanities 
Reference Table
The University of Texas at Austin

https://wikis.utexas.edu/display/MappingHumanities/Reference+Table


Understanding the tools and technology

Mapping Tools
Digital Research Tools (DiRT) Directory

http://dirtdirectory.org/categories/mapping


Spatial Humanities Communities

GeoHumanities

Special Interest Group of ADHO

Includes a directory of Humanities 

GIS projects

http://geohumanities.org/


Further resources

• Spatial Humanities Zotero Library

• Spatial Humanities (Scholars’ Lab)

• Programming Historian (Google Earth, QGIS)

• Mapping the Humanities: A guide to GIS and mapping tools for Digital 
Humanities Scholarship

https://www.zotero.org/groups/humanitiesgis/items
http://spatial.scholarslab.org/
http://programminghistorian.org/lessons/
https://wikis.utexas.edu/display/MappingHumanities/Mapping+the+Humanities:+A+Guide+to+GIS+and+Mapping+Tools+for+Digital+Humanities+Scholarship
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